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Abstract
In this paper, we present a sharpened and generalized version of Aczél-Vasic´-Pecˇaric´
inequality. As an application, an integral type of Aczél-Vasic´-Pecˇaric´ inequality is
obtained.
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1 Introduction
In , Aczél [] established the following inequality, which is of wide application in the
theory of functional equations in non-Euclidean geometry.
Theorem A If ai, bi (i = , , . . . ,n) are positive numbers such that a –
∑n
i= ai >  or
b –
∑n




















Later, in , Popoviciu [] gave a generalization of the above inequality.






























In , Vasić and Pečarić [] presented the following reversed version of inequality ().
Theorem C Let p <  (p = ), p + q = , and let ai, bi (i = , , . . . ,n) be positive numbers
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Recently inequalities () and () were generalized and reﬁned in many diﬀerent ways;
see, for example, [–] and []. In [], Wu established an interesting generalization of
Aczél-Popoviciu inequality () as follows.



























































































































The main purpose of this work is to give a sharpened and generalized version of Aczél-
Vasić-Pečarić inequality (). Moreover, a new Aczél-Vasić-Pečarić type integral inequality
is established.
2 A sharpened and generalized version of Aczél-Vasic´-Pecˇaric´ inequality
We begin this section with some lemmas, which will be used in the sequel.
Lemma . [] If x > –, α ≥  or α < , then
( + x)α ≥  + αx. ()
The inequality is reversed for  < α < . The sign of equality holds if and only if x =  or
α = .
Lemma . [] Let arj >  (r = , , . . . ,n, j = , , . . . ,m), let λ = , λj <  (j = , , . . . ,m),
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≤ , or aj = aj = · · · = anj, j = , , . . . ,m, for∑mj= λj > .









q ≥ min{– p– q ,}( –min{p–,q–}(xp – yq)), ()
and equality holds if and only if xp = yq =  .




q > . By applying Lemma .












































q ,}( – (xp – yq)) q
≥ min{– p– q ,}( – q–(xp – yq)). ()




p > . By using Lemma . and












































q ,}( – (xp – yq)) p
≥ min{– p– q ,}( – p–(xp – yq)). ()



























≥ min{– p ,}(yp + ( – xp)) p (xp + ( – yp)) p
= min{–






q ,}( – (xp – yq)) p
≥ min{– p– q ,}( – p–(xp – yq)). ()
Combining inequalities ()-() yields inequality (). The condition of equality in () fol-
lows immediately from Lemma . and Lemma .. The proof of Lemma . is com-
pleted. 
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q ≥ min{– p– q ,}( –min{p–,q–}(xp – yq)), ()





















































q ,}( – (xp – yq)) q





q ,}( –min{p–,q–}(xp – yq)). ()
In addition, the condition of equality for inequality () can easily be obtained by
Lemma . and Lemma .. The proof of Lemma . is completed. 
Theorem . Let ai > , bi >  (i = , , . . . ,n), let p = , q < , and let k ( ≤ k < n) be a
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Combining the above two inequalities gives the desired result.
Case (II). When p < , q < . By the same method as in the above case (I) and using
Lemma . and Lemma ., we get that inequality () is also valid. The proof of Theo-
rem . is completed. 












in Theorem ., then inequality
() reduces to inequality ().
If we set k = , then from Theorem . we obtain the following sharpened and general-
ized version of Aczél-Vasić-Pečarić inequality ().


























≥ min{– p– q ,}ab –
( 
n – 























and equality holds if and only if (n–)–

p a = a = · · · = an and (n–)–

p b = b = · · · = bn
for p +













In particular, if we set p +

q ≤ , then from Corollary . we get the sharpened version
of Aczél-Vasić-Pečarić inequality () as follows.






















































As application of the above results, we establish here an integral type of Aczél-Vasić-
Pečarić inequality.
Theorem . Let p > , q < , p + q = , let A > , B > , and let f (x), g(x) be positive Rie-
mann integrable functions on [a,b] such that Ap –
∫ b
a f p(x) dx >  and Bq –
∫ b
a gq(x) dx > .































Proof For any positive integer n, we choose an equidistant partition of [a,b] as
a < a + b – an < · · · < a +
b – a
n k < · · · < a +
b – a
n (n – ) < b,
xi = a +
b – a
n i, i = , , . . . ,n, xk =
b – a





f p(x) dx > , Bq –
∫ b
a


















a + k(b – a)n
)b – a
n > .















a + k(b – a)n
)b – a
n >  for all n >N .






















































































































In view of the hypotheses that f (x), g(x) are positive Riemann integrable functions on
[a,b], we conclude that f (x)g(x), f p(x) and gq(x) are also integrable on [a,b]. Passing the
limit as n → ∞ in both sides of inequality (), we obtain inequality (). The proof of
Theorem . is completed. 
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